Wedding Bel Blues
by Maggie McConnon
When her cousin's last one-night
stand before her wedding plunges to
his death during the reception,
Belfast McGrath, thinking that this
was no accident, teams up with her
long-ago love to find the truth while
avoiding a cold-hearted killer.
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Cooking Up
Crime

by Sally Andrew
Forced to transition her career when
her magazine moves from culinary
to romance advice, middle-aged
Afrikaans columnist Tannie Maria
discovers her knack for helping
others and risks her life to help track down an abusive
man who has murdered his wife.

Cinco de Mayhem
by Ann Myers
When the local restaurateur who
attempted to take over all of the
food carts in town and winds up
dead under her friend's famous
tamale truck, Rita—a chef preparing
for Cinco de Mayo in Sante Fe, New
Mexico—must turn up the heat on
the real killer before her friend gets burned for the crime.

That Old Black Magic
by Mary Jane Behrends Clark
While in New Orleans to perfect her
pastry skills at a renowned French
Quarter bakery, aspiring actress and
wedding-cake decorator Piper
Donovan tries her hand at solving a
mystery after two macabre murders
rock the magical city.

...featuring sleuths
who love to cook,
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otherwise dish up
delicious treats

Broken Bone China

Death By Chocolate
Malted Milkshake

by Laura Childs
Theodosia and Drayton cater a hotair-balloon rally, where a horrific
drone attack kills a software CEO in
possession of a rare historical flag.
The latest installment in the Tea
Shop Mysteries includes recipes and
tea-time tips.

Death Comes in
Through the Kitchen
by Teresa Dovalpage
Arriving in 2003 Havana to marry his
fiancée, a San Diego journalist is
shattered by her murder and
immediately targeted with suspicion
by the authorities. He begins a
desperate personal investigation to
clear his name and find justice for a woman who may
have been hiding the truth about her identity.

Ginger Snapped
by Gail Oust
When their town's Realtor of the Year
is found murdered, police chief
Wyatt McBride is targeted with
suspicion and suspended from his
post, compelling Piper Prescott to
launch an investigation to clear his
name.

Chocolate Cream Pie
Murder
by Joanne Fluke
The filming of a television special at
Hannah Swensen's bakery is
complicated by her shifty ex, an
intrusive gang of bodyguards, and
an untimely murder that compels
her alliance with an old flame.

by Sarah Graves
Preparing an order for Eastport,
Maine's favorite couple, Jake and
Ellie investigate when the wedding
pair wind up behind bars after the
poisoning of an ex and a baffling
confession.

The Spotted Dog
by Kerry Greenwood
Baker and amateur sleuth Corinna
Chapman is drawn into the world of
a notorious drug runner as she
searches for the beloved dog of a
Scottish veteran.

Caramel Crush
The Body in the Wake
by Katherine Hall Page

Supporting her friends through a
less-than-relaxing summer at
Penobscot Bay, amateur detective
and caterer Faith Fairchild helps
prepare for an upcoming wedding
before stumbling on a body with a
mysterious tattoo and connections
far from Sanpere Island.

Criminal Confections
by Colette London
While investigating the murder of the
head chocolatier at the exclusive
Lemaître resort spa, chocolate
expert Hayden Mundy Moore realizes
she may have been the intended
target.

Steamed Open
by Barbara Ross
When a mysterious new neighbor is
murdered after blocking access to
the beach, cutting off the Snowden
Family Clambake’s supply, Julia
Snowden must discover who was
steamed enough to kill.

by Jenn McKinlay
When her friend Diane asks her to
deliver a batch of breakup cupcakes
to her soon-to-be ex-fiancé, Mel finds
the recipient dead and must whip up
a batch of clues to clear Diane’s
name and make sure that the real
killer gets his or her just desserts.

Murder with Fried
Chicken and Waffles
by A. L. Herbert
Halia Watkins, the owner of a wellloved soul food restaurant in Prince
George's County, Maryland,
investigates after a smooth-talking,
shady entrepreneur turns up
murdered in her kitchen, right next to
her cast-iron frying pan.

The Whole Enchilada
by Diane Mott Davidson
When one of her best friends meets
an untimely demise after attending a
party she catered, Goldy Schulz must
serve up a killer -- especially when
she discovers that she is next on the
hit list.

